when the kindhearted princess gives the apple away, the witch watches as her plot spirals out of control. Can she get the apple painstakingly made poisoned apple should do it! Once the apple is in the hands of the princess, the plan is in motion. But bite you The princess is too sweet, too kind—but the witch knows just how to handle a princess like that. One bite from a
Charlotte agrees to an audacious bargain... she will become Nick.
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happened to Oscar. Meg must confront the painful truth of Oscar's past six months—and the possibility that he might

he would never kill himself, and Meg is going to prove it. Through interwoven narratives, the reader learns what really

Oscar's best friend Meg knows he isn't dead. Oscar is an optimistic and kind boy who bakes the world's best apple tarts;

Sweetly satisfying.”—Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review Fourteen-year-old Oscar Dunleavy is missing, presumed dead. His bike

understanding. A People Magazine Best Children's Book of the Year ★ “This touching novel is one to savor.”—Booklist,

book. 18+ readers only. Using probes as diagnostic tools that identify and analyze students' preconceptions, teachers can

safe. I don't want to list specifics bc they are spoilers IMO, so I'll just say this. If you have triggers or hard lines, avoid this

story featuring a damaged anti-hero and a heroine who fights her own battles. It is not for the faint of heart. It is in *no way*

character ends up with ONE love interest. This is the start of a brand new, dark high school bully romance/enemies to lovers

Royal, Baron, and Duke Dolce set their sights on me. They think a poor girl will be an easy target, that they can break me

in the hallowed halls of Willow Heights, and they don't welcome my kind. Especially when I get in their way, don't play by

pricks, then bring it on. "Girls like you don't belong." The arrogant and infuriatingly gorgeous Dolce brothers reign supreme

getting out of this hellhole town means spending my last two years of high school at an elite academy full of rich, entitled

"Girls like you are bad news." The arrogant and infuriatingly gorgeous Dolce brothers reign supreme
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